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PDF Number Pro is a free and reliable tool that enables users to add page numbers to their PDF
documents. The software allows users to convert any PDF file to a printable, editable, and cross-browser
compatible format, while being able to insert the page number in any page (odd or even) with any corner
and any position (margin or at the top). Users can customize their page numbering by setting any font,
font size, style, and position of the page numbers. PDF Number Pro has been tested to be compatible
with the most popular PDF readers, such as Adobe Reader, Foxit Reader, Adabag PDF Reader, and
QuarkXPress. Simple, intuitive interface and user friendly The application has been designed with an
easy-to-use, straightforward interface that makes it suitable for a wide range of users, including those
who do not posses advanced computer skills. PDF Number Pro is a reliable tool that allows users to add
page numbers to their PDF files. Users can browse their computers for the PDF files they want to
process with a single mouse click, while also allowing them to customize their documents effortlessly.
PDF Number Pro: - Add page numbers - Customize page numbers - Organize page numbers - Back up
your files before processing them - Show PDF version number - Edit PDF files - Create PDF files Select PDF file types and their extensions - Create PDF files from existing files - Set and save PDF
filters - PDF converter - Organize your files - Backup your files - PDF converter - Create PDF files Set and save PDF filters - PDF File Types - PDF filters - PDF Converter - PDF document converter
Similar software shot Find PDF File Converter - Programs/Other Utilities... Find PDF File Converter
can find the most popular and highly used files on your computer or in the network and can convert PDF
files to other formats. This software has an intuitive interface and is very easy to use. PDF is the de facto
standard file format for most documents. PDF files are supported by many different applications, but
these applications do not support batch PDF conversion... Advanced PDF Converter - Utilities/Other
Utilities... Advanced PDF Converter is a powerful, yet easy-to-use PDF conversion utility that makes it
possible to convert PDF files into PDF/X, JPEG, PNG, BMP, TIFF, GIF and other formats. It is an ideal
tool
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KeyMACRO (www.keymacro.com) is an innovative MACRO KEY ENTER/CHANGE/SEND
keylogger that can log to text files, wav files, mp3 files, and even keystrokes via a browser. With
KeyMACRO you can capture the Keystrokes in the Windows Operating System and you can even
capture the Windows Keystrokes in addition to entering into Applications, Internet Browser, Email and
other Windows Applications that you can capture. With KeyMACRO you can capture keystrokes to text
files, wav files, mp3 files, and even send as email. KeyMACRO Features: * Capture all the keyboard
Keys * Logs to text, wav, mp3, and even send it as email * Capture all the Windows Applications
keystrokes * Logs to text, wav, mp3, and even send it as email * Capture all the keys in the Windows OS
* Logs to text, wav, mp3, and even send it as email * Capture all the Apps/Internet Browsers keys *
Logs to text, wav, mp3, and even send it as email * Capture Windows Keystrokes * Logs to text, wav,
mp3, and even send it as email * Capture the keyboard keys in addition to capturing the Windows
keystrokes * Send a notification email once you have captured the keys * Sends a report when you have
captured the keys and Windows keystrokes * Visualize captured logs * You can drag and drop the logs
on the window * You can also export to text file, mp3, wav * Unlimited number of log files
KeyMACRO FAQ: * Can KeyMACRO capture all the keyboard keys? Yes, KeyMACRO is able to
capture all the keyboard keys. KeyMACRO even allows you to choose specific keyboard keys to be
captured. For example, you can choose to capture the CTRL, ALT, or SHIFT keys. * Can KeyMACRO
capture all the Windows Applications? Yes, KeyMACRO is able to capture all the Windows
Applications keystrokes. * Can KeyMACRO capture all the Windows Application keys, as well as
capture the Windows Keystrokes? Yes, KeyMACRO is able to capture all the keys in the Windows OS
including the Windows Keystrokes. * Can KeyMACRO capture all the 1d6a3396d6
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PDF Text Pro is a user-friendly piece of software that offers users the possibility to add page numbers to
their PDF files. Simple, intuitive looks The application has been designed with an easy-to-use,
straightforward interface that makes it suitable for a wide range of users, including those who do not
posses advanced computer skills. Users can browse their computers for the PDF files they want to
process with a single mouse click, while also allowing them to customize their documents effortlessly.
Support for multiple number settings The application allows users to make a variety of customizations to
their page numbering, so as to make sure that their documents can deliver the experience they are
looking for. Users can arrange the page number to any side or corner of the page, and can further
customize the position by changing its distance from the margin. Moreover, they can select any font
style or size that best suits their needs for each of the page numbers they insert. Additional numbering
options The software offers a series of additional page numbering options, accessible through the
Advanced tab in its main window, including the possibility to insert roman numbers to their PDF pages.
Users can choose to insert the page numbers only to odd or even pages, and also allows them to select
where the numbering should start at. At the same time, users can set the utility to apply special page
numbering configuration options, such as symmetry page settings. Enjoy fast performance The
application feels very snappy, being able to load any PDF file almost instantly. It does not require a large
amount of system resources, includes a variety of customization options, and also provides users with the
possibility to backup their files before processing them, to make sure that they are not damaged.
07/01/2013 2.61 MB PDF Text Pro is a user-friendly piece of software that offers users the possibility
to add page numbers to their PDF files. Simple, intuitive looks The application has been designed with
an easy-to-use, straightforward interface that makes it suitable for a wide range of users, including those
who do not posses advanced computer skills. Users can browse their computers for the PDF files they
want to process with a single mouse click, while also allowing them to customize their documents
effortlessly. Support for multiple number settings The application allows users to make a variety of
customizations to their page numbering, so as to make sure that their documents can deliver the
experience they are looking for. Users can arrange the page number to any side or

What's New In PDF Number Pro?
PDF Number Pro is a user-friendly piece of software that provides users with the possibility to add page
numbers to their PDF (Portable Document Format) files. Simple, intuitive looks The application has
been designed with an easy-to-use, straightforward interface that makes it suitable for a wide range of
users, including those who do not posses advanced computer skills. Users can browse their computers
for the PDF files they want to process with a single mouse click, while also allowing them to customize
their documents effortlessly. Support for multiple number settings The application allows users to make
a variety of customizations to their page numbering, so as to make sure that their documents can deliver
the experience they are looking for. Users can arrange the page number to any side or corner of the
page, and can further customize the position by changing its distance from the margin. Moreover, they
can select any font style or size that best suits their needs for each of the page numbers they insert.
Additional numbering options The software offers a series of additional page numbering options,
accessible through the Advanced tab in its main window, including the possibility to insert roman
numbers to their PDF pages. Users can choose to insert the page numbers only to odd or even pages, and
also allows them to select where the numbering should start at. At the same time, users can set the utility
to apply special page numbering configuration options, such as symmetry page settings. Enjoy fast
performance The application feels very snappy, being able to load any PDF file almost instantly. It does
not require a large amount of system resources, includes a variety of customization options, and also
provides users with the possibility to backup their files before processing them, to make sure that they
are not damaged. The simple, intuitive interface and the performance of the application allow users to
customize their documents easily. They can arrange their page numbers in any position, and they can
even change their font style or size. This makes the PDF Number Pro the perfect solution for anyone
who wants to personalize the look of their documents. It is equally suitable for users who are new to
PDF editing or those who do not have any advanced computer skills. The ability to quickly and easily
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add page numbers to their documents, before and after processing, makes the software a highly soughtafter solution. As PDF files are compressed, it is impossible to extract all page numbers present in a
PDF document. To ensure that your documents can be fully edited, use PDF Number Pro to add page
numbers to them, using a variety of customization options. PDF Number Pro can create PDF pages with
numbered pages, and also allows users to use other page numbering options, such as roman page
numbers or any other numbering style. The software uses the PDF page numbering feature to make sure
that the generated PDF documents are perfectly compatible with other editing programs, and it allows
users to make sure that their documents look the same on any computer. Users can set up
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System Requirements:
PC Mac 360 / PS3 / PS Vita / PS TV (v3.50) Cloud saves DirectX (v10.0) or OpenGL 2.0 compatible
hardware NVIDIA Tegra 2 or ATI/AMD Radeon HD 2900 or better. System requirements are based on
Radeon HD 2900 and older Videogame Baccarat You are the sole owner of your private island and one
of the world's wealthiest individuals. You're as charming as they come, an attentive husband
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